3 communication. Rather, the opposite is true. Consequently, analyses of "written organizational documents like homepages or glossy brochures" [24] do not lead to a better understanding of organizational value communication. Rather, we could assume that, at least in some cases, there is a systemic discrepancy between the officially listed value semantics and an organization's value communication not only occur because organizations can hardly meet all expectations directed to them, but also because organizations learn to use value semantics as moral shields and explore the new options that emerge behind them [11; 24] . The implicit message of such a strategic use of the elasticity of value semantics, however, is that the commitment to the respective values obviously does not go without saying. In the following, we suggest distinguishing value communication as social structure from communication on values in terms of value semantics. In concrete terms, we will focus on the special case of the copying of value semantics from one organizational self-description to another. This is done in order to stress the importance of the distinction of value communication and communication on values, only the latter of which can actually be copied. In concrete terms, we will present 52 cases of companies that apparently copied and pasted value semantics from DJSI-listed RobecoSAM Sector Leaders 2013 [18] to their own website and discuss possible interpretations of the value communication involved in the fact that one company copies the values of another.
Goodwill hunting. A plagiarism check
The aim of the present research is to make cases for the importance of the so far seemingly idle distinction between value communication and communication on values. Our main argument for the relevance of this distinction is the idea that a company that merely copies the value statements of another could hardly be thought of as featuring the stated values. In order to underlay this thought experiment with concrete examples, our quest has been for companies that apparently copyied the value statements of others. Our investigation of companies that apparently copied value statement from other companies started from the assumption that the periphery of the world economy copies values from the centres rather than vice versa. The second assumption we have made was that the copying companies would copy easy-access original material provided by companies that are considered particularly socially responsible and value-driven. We therefore analysed value statements provided on the corporate websites of companies listed in the DJSI, and among these, those of the 58 RobecoSAM Sector Leaders 2013 [18] . In doing so, we focused not on the content of value statements, but rather on the question of whether or not it had been copied. Browsing the 58 websites, we copied and pasted value statements into a number of online plagiarism checkers such as plagscan.com, grammerly.com, or duplichecker.com. As the majority did not prove to be reliable, we finally preferred to simply use the Google search engine to check for occurrences of corporate value statements on websites other than the respective corporate website. In most cases, a simple inquiry on the statement in question put into inverted commas resulted in a manageable number of matches. In cases of prominent value statements, the quote has been combined with the string "-company name".
Got some values? Screenshots of 52 value Nirvanas
As a result of our chase for copycat companies, we picked 52 examples of companies that apparently copied other companies value statements to their own website, the names of which are listed in Table 1 , as are the names of the respective companies that provided what can be consid- 4 ered the original source. 1 Insert Table 1 about here The list of the 32 out of 58 RobecoSAM Sector Leaders 2013, whose value statements have not been copied, includes AirFrance-KLM, Amadeus IT, ArcelorMittal, Baxter International, Benesse Holdings, Bombardier, British American Tobacco, Delta Electronics, Electrolux, Fiat Industrial, Gamesa Tecnologia, Gas Natural SDG, GPT, GS Engineering and Construction, Itausa Investimentos Itau, J Sainsbury, Koninklijke Philips Electronics, KT, Lotte Shopping, Molson Coors Brewing, Pirelli, Pesol, Roche, SAP, SK Telecom, Suez Environnement, Sumitomo Forestry, Swiss Re, Tabcop, Telenet, TUI, and UPM-Kymmene. The remaining 26 companies' value statements have apparently been copied at least once by one of the 52 companies listed in Table 1 , with the main targets of copycat companies being Akzo Nobel (eight cases of apparently copied value statements), Unilever (seven), Wipro (five), and Siemens (four). The scope of seemingly copying companies is vast, spanning across all industries and the entire globe. Only in about one third of the cases, the copies have run off within the same or neighbouring industries. In terms of politico-economic distribution, in about half the cases, a firm headquartered in an emerging or developing economy apparently copied the value statements of a company based in a developing company. In one third of the cases, however, it has been a company based in a developed economy that copied from another company based in a developed economy, sometimes even within the same country. The only constellation we did not find is the case of a company from a developed economy copying the values from an emerging or developing economy. One clear finding is that value copying seems to be a matter of SME rather than larger corporations, which does not mean that there is no such thing as coypcat companies that are listed at the stock exchange. Examples of larger firms that apparently copied value statements from others include Bidco Oil Refineries, Indus Tower, and Scottish Power, the latter of which represents one of the few borderlines case between corporate copying and self-copying of value statements 2 . In fact, in 2006, Scottish Power became a subsidiary of Iberdrola, the company, whose value statements it apparently copied onto its website. In contrast, a prime example of corporate selfcopying is the DJSI-listed mining company Anglo American, which copied value statements from its own website into a letter to the attention of the Australian Federal Senate on March 8, 2013 . Rather different is the case of Indus Tower, an Indian joint venture owned by Vodafone Group as well as further partners, some of which maintain only indirect relationships to AlcatelLucent (whose statements have been copied in this case). Bidco Oil Refineries does not display any closer relationship to the chemical company, Akzo Nobel, whose value statements the vegetable oil producer shares on its website. The majority of cases, however, represent SME with 1-300 members. Apart from rare examples at the borderline of self-copying, the present cases feature a broad scope of copying strategies ranging from the unquoted use of only one significant sentences (e.g. Bach SL, Houthoff Buruma) to the copying of larger parts of the content and sometimes even entire documents. For example, the entire business principles of Mezzan Holdings are apparently 5 very close to a full copy of the official "Business Principles" document of former TNT NV, now PostNL (cf. Table 2 , annex). In fact, copies of several 100 words are not at all uncommon. Companies such as Axesud Corporation and Rudisa Holding even pursue exactly the same corporate purpose as Unilever. Sometimes we also found CEOs who passed full mission statements of prominent colleagues off as their own (Al Hahiry Group, Pro Factory Resources Ltd). The most obvious case of a copycat company certainly is Zoonar Oil and Gas, which apparently copied AMECs entire CSR statement, thus also claiming to be part of the DJSI-ranking. As to the formal structure of the copying activities, we finally found that the first and the last quarter of the DJSI-listed sector leaders drew in 38% or 33% of the copies, respectively. Accordingly, those companies, which represent 50% of the sample, have been the targets of almost three quarters of the overall copying activities.
Replicative loss. A discussion on the value of copied values
Reviewing the copying strategies of the 52 apparently copying companies one of the most striking findings is the sometimes virtually non-existent industry coherence between the copycat and its role model. Common sense would suggest that cases, in which companies -like Sportsware International or Prosertec Ingenieria -apparently copy Adidas or Iberdrola, respectively, are the rule. Our findings, however, rather suggest the opposite. Intra-industry value copying accounts for only one third of the overall copying activities. In the remaining cases, we are left with questions such as why an Australian anti-graffiti service provider copies the value statement of the Anglo-Dutch consumer goods company Unilever. If we combine this finding with the fact that almost three quarters of the presumptive victims are located in the first or the last quarter of the reference list, we can consider this an indicator for the fact that the reasons for the copying of value semantics are rather not due to their content. And even if there were content-related reasons for why a Tokyo-based business consultancy (Adam Innovation) picks its values from the litter (Waste Management Inc.), the question remains as to why companies seem to have a need for copying other company's value statements, and why these copying activities are carried out even by companies operating in a value sensitive environment such as German biofuel expert Sprint Energies, who obviously has the same credo as Danish biotechnology company, Novozymes. It is against the background of these questions that we are stressing the distinction of organizational value communication and communication on organizational values, the importance of which is even higher if we draw our attention to the example of the mission statement of the USbased detention equipment company Southern Folge. In looking at the content, everything sounds perfect except for the humour involved in the fact that the statement, "we independently determine our own pricing (…) and do not make agreements with competitors to divide markets or clients" (cf. Table 2, annex; own emphasize), is made by a company that has seemingly been unable to independently compose its own mission statement. If we go on pointing to the fact that the statement has apparently been copied from French hospitality service giant, Sodexo, then the link between a hotel and a prison could give the value communication understood in this context a bit of a cynical touch. Noting however that Sodexo itself obviously has a broad concept of hospitality and, accordingly, provides services in many sectors such as schools, universities, hospitals, clinics, military bases and prisons, might change the picture once again. The information on Sodexo's own bias to total institutions might influence our value judgement on the copycat company again. Now we might find that the cynicism is maybe less in Southern Folger's presumptive copying, but rather in Sodexo's business strategy. The as short as eventful semantic journey we have just made clearly shows that organizational 6 value communication is just as little in value semantics itself as the term 1+1=3 is inherently wrong, 3 which is a truth that necessarily brings the observer of the values into the communication. This observer is you. Looking at you we find that value communication is neither in what organizations say nor in how big the gap is between this talk and "the real culture of organizations" [25] . Value communication is about the information you understand as an expression of value and about the question of what the "you" is in the previous clause. Whatever you are, we are sure that you will understand very different things depending on whether you are or are not aware of the fact that the sentence, "These values have real meaning for us", has apparently been copied from AkzoNobel's website to the virtual showcases of companies as different as Pro Factory Resources, Silver Dollar Technology, di-Branch Foundation, Fleet Rohas, and Bidco Oil (cf. Table 2 ). In fact, we are puzzled why organizations decide to copy such a sentence. It is findings like these that quickly lead us to the borderlands of the paradox, and clearly show that future research in organizational value communication cannot stop at smart analyses of the value semantics used in formal and informal, or public and private settings, respectively. One form of value communication understood if communication on (the importance of) values is copied is that the copied values mean nothing at all to the copying company. This understanding, however, is just an assumption that calls for further research in corporate value copying. Language issues or further sources of insecurity could also have guided the corresponding decisions. Language issues have also played a role in our research. For example, Spanish gas utilities company Gas Natural SDG SA has been counted among the 32 companies, whose value statements have not been copied, which is true only insofar that we did not find any copies of Englishlanguage statements. Yet, the Spanish-language statements have apparently been copied. However, as the Chinese and Korean language skills of the authors did not allow for a systematic scan of all companies' mother-tongue language areas, we decided to focus exclusively on statements in the English language, which evidently also impacts the value of our findings. Nonetheless, we have been surprised to find so many cases of value copying in-between and even within developed economies, and we have been even more so because our research design started from the assumption that companies from the periphery would copy value statements from the centres of the world economy rather than vice versa and, therefore, systematically supported the detection of corresponding constellations. In fact, our search strategy resonates with the findings insofar that companies based in emerging markets apparently copied values from companies based in both developed and emerging markets, while there is no case of a company from the centre copying a company from the periphery. Against the background of the mentioned bias, and with still more than 30% of the seemingly copying companies being from developed economies, value copying cannot be discounted as a developing or emerging market phenomenon.
Common values. An outlook on value sharing networks
In the course of our essentially theory-driven search for cases in which companies apparently copied other companies' value statements, we have found a brush seller with no clean record in terms of value plagiarism, a number of CEOs that passed popular value semantic of renowned business leaders off as their own, and five companies that apparently copied the statement, "These values have real meaning for us", to their website. In total, we have been able to compile a list of 52 companies that apparently copied amounts of text from one significant sentence to several 7 100 words from a DJSI-listed company's website onto their own. Particularly attractive companies have been those listed at the beginning and at the end of the publically available RobecoSAM DJSI Sector Leaders 2013 list. In addition to the apparently copied company's popularity and certified sustainability, the ease of access to the respective texts can therefore be considered a reason for the copying of the concrete statements. The idea that copycat companies did not focus too much on the content of the apparently copied semantics is also supported by the fact that copying occurred across all geographic areas or industries, respectively, and has in most cases not involved any adaptation at all up to the point where a company like Zoonar Oil and Gas PLC blindly copied AMECs entire CSR statement and, as such, claims to be part of the DJSIranking. The fact that copying of value statements not only simply occurs, but is done regardless of the content, adds not only more evidence to the claimed relevance of the distinction of value communication and value semantics, but also calls for the consideration of value copying in the context of issues related to the analysis and the design of corporate websites. In any case, the blind copying of a value semantic can be interpreted as a form of value communication that can be understood irrespective of any semantic analysis. In concrete terms, we find that companies that just copy and paste either have a serious CSR problem in terms of a lacking mastery of their own micro-contexts [20] or do not care much about neither the copied values nor values in general. It could also be that the management is not very eloquent but still wants to express their convictions in an agreeable-sounding way. Last not least, there could be cases where staff has just been instructed to write something on CSR or values, which again would be an indicator of the low relevance of value communication as compared to communication on values. The companies whose value statements have apparently been copied, may now either consider taking action for injunction or choose a more playful attitude to their own values, the latter of which could also mean taking advantage of the fact that the own value semantics are considered worthy copying. Even if the fact that value semantics are copied does not give any information about neither the quality of these semantics nor the value communication the respective company tried to get across, it nonetheless can be considered a form of value communication in itself, as the copier affirms the supremacy of the copied. The companies whose value statements have not been cited can therefore either reconsider their CSR management strategy or take comfort in the assumption that parrots copy sounds, not meaning, which is also in line with the fact that the results show a certain bias to the easy accessible first and the last companies on the list of RobecoSAM Sector Leaders 2013. Further reasons for not being on our list of presumptive copycat victims could have been language barriers on the part of the apparently copying companies or the fact that our research only focused on English language value statements. Another limitation of our research has been our presumption regarding the directions of the copycat-activities, which have their roots in common sense rather than in test and experiment. Further research could therefore not only aim at directional value statement citation network analyses, but also at the use of more efficient plagiarism detection tools, in the context of which an underlying hypothesis could be that the full-copying is predominantly practiced in developing and emerging economies while in developed economies there would occur more paraphrasing of value statements. The idea that in developed economies there might also be a smoother culture of value copying is as obvious as it is momentous in terms of both theory development and empirical research in organizational value communication. In fact, we showed that value communication actually could be understood without any regard of the concrete value semantics. This fact, however, does not at all mean that a systematic analysis of common bases of values semantics cannot produce relevant information. An incidental finding of our research unveiled that "independence, transparency, performance, entrepreneurship, excellence and confidentiality" are common values of the Marine King Holdings (UK), Alpenrose Wealth Management (Switzerland), Futureglobal (Dubai), Bio Funds Society (UK), and Amarthya Wealth Management (India). If we do not stop at taking this common statement for a common value fundament, then we can start wondering who has copied whom in this context or even assume that there is maybe a personal or organizational link between these companies. Not only could cyber tax investigators therefore consider common value statements hot scents rather than expressions of deep convictions, but companies might also want to draw their conclusions from this idea and better protect their business-models. As to mangers, the fact that value communication can be understood even completely irrespective of the concrete value semantics involved might open up a new space for the exploration of management strategies. Against the background of the research presented, mangers might want to consider refocusing their attention from value semantics to value communication and, in doing so, complementing the prominent management by metaphors [1] by management through allusion.
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If any possible, I would prefer to do without the photo. In doing so, we are contributing to a more sustainable world by: advancing technologies to reduce waste, increasing recycling and reuse, creating even safer treatment and disposal options (plus over 100 identical words). 4 In doing so, we are contributing to a more sustainable world by: advancing technologies to reduce waste, increasing recycling and reuse, creating even safer treatment and disposal options.
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Tables
5
Adventure Media Always working with integrity. Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organizations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility (plus over 100 identical words). 6 Always working with integrity. Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organizations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility.
AKR Global Ltd
We believe that success is rooted in treating people well. We continue to look for new ways to enhance lives, and invest in initiatives that help us do so. AKR Global invests in a range of initiatives, from programs geared toward ensuring that our operations are as safe as possible to programs designed to engage, inspire, attract and retain partnerships (plus over 100 almost identical words). 8 Enbridge believes that success is rooted in treating people well. We continue to look for new ways to enhance the lives of our employees and stakeholders, and invest in initiatives that help us do so. These initiatives range from programs geared toward ensuring that Enbridge's operations are as safe as possible to programs designed to engage, inspire, attract and retain employees. 9 Al Hajiry Group The Al Hajiry Group has an established market presence, the resources and key success factors necessary to accelerate its growth. We are focused on growing our business responsibly, and approach our role in society with a heightened sense of duty and care towards our customers and the communities we serve.
(Labelled as the CEO's own mission statement)
We are focussed on growing our business responsibly, managing risks rather than taking them and approach our role in society with a heightened sense of duty and care towards our customers and the communities we serve.
11 -Mike Smith, ANZ CEO
Alpha Management
It stems from the belief that corporations are socio-economic citizens and that their objectives have to be congruent with society's goals. Today, they wield significant capacity to influence social issues, i.e. "power to do good". This is a responsibility and must manifest in thoughtful and
It stems from the belief that corporations are socio-economic citizens and that their objectives have to be congruent with society's goals. Today, they wield significant capacity to influence social issues, i.e. "power to do good". This is a responsibility and must manifest in thoughtful and 14 We put our customers at the center of what we do. We anticipate, respond to and meet our customers' and consumers' expectations by providing the best value, quality, and most innovative brands and technologies. 15 Axesud Corp Always working with integrity. Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organizations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility (plus over 100 identical words). 16 Always working with integrity. Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organizations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility.
BACH S.L.
BACH is committed to the best corporate governance practices, to principles of business ethics, and to transparency in all of the company's fields of endeavor. 18 IBERDROLA is committed to the best corporate governance practices, to principles of business ethics, and to transparency in all of the Company's fields of endeavor. 19 Bidco Oil Our values give us standards to measure ourselves by, particularly in our dealings with customers, Suppliers, our own people and the wider community. These values have real meaning for us and the way we behave. 20 Our values give us standards to measure ourselves by, particularly in our dealings with customers, suppliers, our own people and the wider world. The values have real meaning for us and the way we behave. 21 Caerus International Caerus International's sustainability goals are being realized by focusing on continuous improvement in operating performance, maintaining an ongoing commitment to social responsibility and shrinking the environment footprint of the company. 22 Sonoco's sustainability goals are being realized by focusing on continuous improvement in operating performance, maintaining an ongoing commitment to social responsibility and shrinking the environmental footprint of the Company. We remain firmly committed to sustainable development. Operating safely and responsibly is embedded in everything we do, and we continue to assess the economic, social and environmental risks and benefits of every decision. 38 We remain firmly committed to sustainable development. Operating safely and responsibly is embedded in everything we do, and we continue to assess the economic, social and environmental risks and benefits of every decision. Sustainability is a buzzword used in many different contexts with many different connotations.
43
Huatai Biopharm Huatai has long believed it is important for us to care for the communities in which we live and operate. Along with the company's dedication to employees' cultivation as well as technology research and development, we are also very much devoted to being a good corporate citizen. May it be for cultural perseverance, and education AU Optronics (AUO) has long believed it is important for us to care for the communities in which we live and operate. Along with the company's dedication to employees' cultivation as well as technology research and development, we are also very much devoted to being a good corporate citizen. May it be for cultural perse-for the next generation (plus more than 100 almost identical words). 44 verance, and education for the next generation.
45
ICT Xchange The way we do business. (…) Our values give us standards to measure ourselves by, particularly in our dealings with customers, suppliers, our own people and the wider world. The values have real meaning for us and the way we behave.
46
The way we do business. (…) Our values give us standards to measure ourselves by, particularly in our dealings with customers, suppliers, our own people and the wider world. The values have real meaning for us and the way we behave.
47
Indus Towers At Indus, we measure our performance not only in terms of what we do, but also how we do it. We see Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as a business imperative.
48
At Alcatel-Lucent, we measure our performance not only in terms of what we do but also how we do it. We see Corporate Responsibility as a business imperative.
49
Innoexcel Technologies
It stems from the belief that corporations are socio-economic citizens and that their objectives have to be congruent with society's goals. Today, they wield significant capacity to influence social issues, i.e. "power to do good" (plus more than 80 almost identical words).
50
It stems from the belief that corporations are socio-economic citizens and that their objectives have to be congruent with society's goals. Today, they wield significant capacity to influence social issues, i.e. "power to do good".
51
Joshua Energy We remain firmly committed to sustainable development. Operating safely and responsibly is embedded in everything we do, and we continue to assess the economic, social and environmental risks and benefits of every decision.
52
We remain firmly committed to sustainable development. Operating safely and responsibly is embedded in everything we do, and we continue to assess the economic, social and environmental risks and benefits of every decision.
53
K Laser Technology K Laser advocates and acts upon the principles of operational transparency and respect for shareholder rights. We believe that the basis for successful corporate governance is a sound and effective Board of Directors.
54
TSMC advocates and acts upon the principles of operational transparency and respect for shareholder rights. We believe that the basis for successful corporate governance is a sound and effective Board of Directors.
55
Krishna Foils The highest standards of corporate behavior towards everyone we work with, the communities we touch, and the environment on which we have an impact. Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organizations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility.
56
Our Corporate Purpose states that to succeed requires "the highest standards of corporate behaviour towards everyone we work with, the communities we touch, and the environment on which we have an impact." (…) Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organisations and environments our business touches has always 19 been at the heart of our corporate responsibility. Yet they also harbor significant risks that need careful management. Alone a valuebased, sustainability-driven company committed to living its principles can minimize these risks and master these challenges to optimally leverage emerging opportunities for its stakeholders.
67
Motibhai Group We are focussed on growing our business responsibly, managing risks rather than taking them and approach our role in society with a heightened sense of duty and care towards our customers and the communities we serve. (Labelled as the CEO's own mission statement) 68 We are focussed on growing our business responsibly, managing risks rather than taking them and approach our role in society with a heightened sense of duty and care towards our customers and the communities we serve. -Mike Smith, ANZ CEO
69
Oyster Tech Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organizations and environments our business touches, has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility.
70
Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organisations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility. Sportsware International They help us to create brands that our customers believe in and they commit us to playing by the rules that society expects of a responsible company. Society's rules are not always written down. We discover them by engaging with the people that our business touches, learning above all that companies are expected to be accountable for their actions (plus more than 60 almost identical words).
94
They help us to create brands that our customers believe in and they commit us to playing by the rules that society expects of a responsible company. Unlike sport, society's rules are not always written down. We discover them by engaging with the people that our business touches, learning above all that companies are expected to be accountable for their actions.
95
Sprint Energies Sprint Energies GmbH's aim is to ensure the right balance between better business, cleaner environment, and better lives. This vision is further underpinned by our ambition to change the world together with our customers.
96
Novozymes' vision is to ensure the right balance between better business, cleaner environment, and better lives. This vision is further underpinned by our ambition to change the world together with our customers. The Graffiti Specialists
Always working with integrity. Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organizations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility (plus more than 100 almost identical words).
102
ALWAYS WORKING WITH INTEGRI-TY. Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organisations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility.
103
Wrapid Manufacturing
Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people and organisations our business touches has always been the cornerstone for our Company.
104
Conducting our operations with integrity and with respect for the many people, organisations and environments our business touches has always been at the heart of our corporate responsibility. Zoonar Oil and Gas Zoonar Oil and Gas Limited was ranked the industry leader for oil equipment and services in the worldwide Dow Jones Sustainability for 2011 -2012. This is the third year in succession that Zoonar Oil has been industry leader and the eighth year in succession that it has featured in the DJSI, which annually surveys and benchmarks the world's 2,500 largest companies (plus more than 40 almost identical words).
105
In 2012 AMEC was ranked the industry leader for oil equipment and services in the worldwide Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) for 2012 -2013. This is the fourth year in succession that AMEC has been industry leader and the ninth year in succession that it has featured in the DJSI, which annually surveys and benchmarks the world's 2,500 largest companies.
